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Twenty patterns to make warm, fashionable & sometimes whimsical mittens and gloves from wool to cashmere.
Take an A to Z tour around New York City with Ned Penguin and Meece Mouse!They visit many of the great sights
throughout the city with their friends.Besides learning the alphabet, certain pages provide the opportunity to count items
throughout the book from 1 to 10.Local New York artist Kip Cosson has let his imagination run freely to all five boroughs
of New York City. Over 275 characters have been created for this educational book filled with colorful artwork. While
learning the alphabet and how to count, the book teaches children the importance of how we live in a community with
many unique individuals and groups.
Florida Juvenile Law and Practice provides comprehensive coverage of all areas of juvenile practice including
delinquency, dependency and termination of parental rights, and families and children in need of services. Authoritative
and insightful analysis from authors that include members of the Juvenile Court Rules Committee, assistant state
attorneys, assistant public defenders, attorneys representing the Department of Children and Family Services, and
private attorneys makes this book an essential reference for those practicing in this area of the law. The new Fourteenth
Edition features: • Incorporates the Florida Supreme Court's standard for determining ineffective assistance of counsel in
TPR proceedings • New authors on some chapters, offering a new perspective • Revised statutes and rules • New case
law The eBook versions of this title feature links to Lexis Advance for further legal research options.
First published in 2005. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
The five crocheted sweaters for men in this book from Annie's Attic are made using worsted weight yarns. Styles include
zip-up vest, turtleneck, pullover and button-up. Perfect for casual or dress. Skill level: Intermediate. 24 pages, all color
Rosenberg (philosophy, U. of North Carolina-Chapel Hill) clearly analyzes the central metaphysical and moral questions
pertaining to death. Revisions to the first edition (1983) include detailed elaboration of specific methodological points or
argumentative strategies at the end of chapters. Paper edition (unseen), $16.95. Annotation copyrighted by Book News,
Inc., Portland, OR
Argues that failures in structural engineering are not necessarily due to the physical design of the structures, but instead a misunderstanding
of how cultural and socioeconomic constraints would affect the structures.
A guide to app development with iOS 8 using Swift, an Apple programming language, covering such topics as storyboards, view controllers,
game templates, animation graphics, user defaults, motion event handling, and app pricing.
This paper reviews Iraq’s Request for Emergency Post-Conflict Assistance (EPCA). The authorities’ main goals under the EPCA-supported
program are to improve the general welfare of the Iraqi people and address Iraq’s external debt problem. The authorities’ program is to be
underpinned by a prudent fiscal policy that aims to limit spending to available government revenues and external resources, the use of the
exchange rate to anchor inflation expectations, and the planning and undertaking of key structural reforms to transform Iraq into a market
economy.
This introduction to circuit design is unusual in several respects. First, it offers not just explanations, but a full course. Each of the twenty-five
sessions begins with a discussion of a particular sort of circuit followed by the chance to try it out and see how it actually behaves.
Accordingly, students understand the circuit's operation in a way that is deeper and much more satisfying than the manipulation of formulas.
Second, it describes circuits that more traditional engineering introductions would postpone: on the third day, we build a radio receiver; on the
fifth day, we build an operational amplifier from an array of transistors. The digital half of the course centers on applying microcontrollers, but
gives exposure to Verilog, a powerful Hardware Description Language. Third, it proceeds at a rapid pace but requires no prior knowledge of
electronics. Students gain intuitive understanding through immersion in good circuit design.
Knitted DollsHandmade Toys with a Designer Wardrobe, Knitting Fun for the Child in All of UsTrafalgar Square Books
Although higher education institutes are not typically thought of as a business, colleges and universities utilize marketing strategies in order to
compete for students. Information and communication technologies have enhanced and changed the nature and context of communication
exchange, allowing for a broader range of competition. Marketing Strategies for Higher Education Institutions: Technological Considerations
and Practices provides different aspects of marketing management and technological innovations in all parts of education, including K-12,
non-formal, and distance education. Highlighting research studies, experiences, and cases on educational marketing, this book is essential
for educational planners, administrators, researchers, and marketing practitioners involved in all aspects of educational development.

New and updated edition of the popular book on knitting over 30 contemporary designs inspired by traditional Scandinavian
patterns, compiled and edited by Margarethe Finseth, designer and brand manager at House of Yarn, Norway. New and updated
edition of the popular book on knitting over 30 contemporary designs inspired by traditional Scandinavian patterns compiled and
edited by Margarethe Finseth, designer and brand manager at House of Yarn, Norway. Handknitting allows the designer an
unbounded freedom to create a completely personal expression of their art through the use of colour, embellishments, structure
and styling, using only knitting needles and skeins of yarn. In this beautiful book, previously published as Norsk Strikkedesign, a
selection of Norway's foremost knitting designers present over thirty beautiful and unique knitted garments and accessories, all
using classic Norwegian-spun wool yarns and based on traditional Norwegian folk patterns. At the beginning of each collection,
meet the high-profiled designers who have worked for the Norwegian knitwear industry and created award-winning collections.
Each of their creations is accompanied by stunning photographs of the items as well as the countryside that inspired them. All the
pieces include information on the materials used, as well as pattern charts and detailed instructions. In addition, advice is provided
on washing and caring for your garments to ensure your knitted design has the perfect, professional finish. This book presents the
very best of contemporary Norwegian knitwear design, drawing on its traditional roots and planting it firmly in the twenty-first
century. Previous edition published as Norwegian Knitting Designs: A Collection from Norway's Foremost Knitting Designers (ISBN
9781844486861).
"Originally published in France as 'Carnet de point de croix, fleurs' by Fleurus Editions ... Paris - 1999"--T.p. verso.
In this complete guide to wool - the most popular yarn around - passionate wool expert Clara Parkes translates the vast world of
sheep and their wool into the language and context of knitting. What is wool? Clara starts with the fundamentals: what wool is
made of, how it gets off the sheep, and how it is transformed from a jumbled mass of dirty fluff into a gorgeous yarn that so tempts
us at our local yarn stores. Who makes it? Parkes conducts an inspiring tour of sheep breeds from around the world - introducing
us to the animals who give us their wool - and explains how to best knit with yarns made from their fibers. Which yarn do I use? If
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only there were a way to read a skein to know how it would behave and what it wanted to become. Now there is! Parkes
demystifies the generic (non-breed-specific) wool yarn you'll find at your local yarn shop, showing you how to best determine what
every yarn longs to be. What do I knit? Parkes went to some of the most creative and inquisitive design minds of the kniting world
to provide more than 20 patterns that highlight the qualities of specific types of wool. The Knitter's Book of Wool teaches you
everything you need to know about wool - and its journey from pasture to pullover. The next time you pick up a skein, you won't
have to wonder what to create with it. You'll just know.
"This book by Carson, Marion, and Overdurf is an excellent exploration of the extraordinary trance process of deep trance
identification. It is thorough, practical, and clear thereby providing an excellent guide for those seeking far- reaching
transformational change. I highly recommend it" Stephen Gilligan Ph.D Generative Trance. Deep Trance Identification (DTI) has
captivated the imagination of hypnotists since the mid 20th century. DTI has been used by countless modelers to master hypnosis
skills, musical and acting abilities, emotional transformation, and so much more. Historically very little is written about DTI despite
it being at the heart of all unconscious learning and transformation. For the first time DTI is presented here in a practical and easily
understandable way. Shawn Carson, Jess Marion, and John Overdurf have dedicated years to studying and using DTI and in this
book they share their discoveries. They present the art and neuroscience of this hypnotic phenomenon and explain how you can
use this modality to change your life and the lives of your clients. Deep Trance Identification presents an elegant model for using
DTI and outlines comprehensive techniques that make the DTI experience deeply transformative.
This collection of classic and contemporary readings in ethics presents sharp, competing views on a wide range of fundamentally
important topics: moral relativism and objectivism, ethical egoism, value theory, utilitarianism, deontological ethics, virtue ethics,
ethics and religion, and applied ethics. The Fourth Edition dramatically increases the volume’s utility by expanding and updating
the selections and introductions while retaining the structure that has made previous editions so successful.
Lumi Karmitsa, author of the bestselling Wild Mittens & Unruly Socks, is back with a brand-new collection of hand-knit adventures!
With her trademark eye for color, unmistakable style, and sense of fun in full swing, these expressive animal figures, imaginative
pattern concepts, and delightfully vivid yarns will have you reaching for your needles in no time. Clear instructions and full-color
charts will guide you through charmingly retro pineapples, endearing raccoons, and graceful angels' wings--or quirky flamingos,
proud peacocks, and even a smiling skull or two. You won't be able to resist the temptation to get a little wild!
Provides instructions for knitting jackets, cardigans, hats, coats, tops, kimonos, and pullovers
Scandinavian knitting sensations Arne and Carlos (authors of the international bestseller 55 Christmas Balls to Knit) aspire to bring a little fun
to your inner child with a fantastic collection of knitted dolls, as well as instruction for creating a charming knitted wardrobe for them. Based on
the dolls Arne and Carlos used during their career in the fashion design industry (they would design clothing in miniature before transforming
it into “human” sizes), you’ll find easy-to-knit instructions for five doll bodies and tips for giving them features. Then, dress them up: From
underwear to overcoats, you'll find miniature knits to suit all seasons. Whether knitting dolls for your own enjoyment, or to collect and give to a
child or grandchild, the playful universe created by Arne and Carlos is one you’ll enjoy exploring!
Contains 175 years of history on missionary work by the IMB (includes past, present and future work).
Crochet Bags features 12 patterns that are perfect for beginner and more experienced crocheters. Patterns include a messenger bag, a
clutch purse, a market bag, a tote bag, a yoga mat bag, a drawstring pouch purse, and more! Stitch variations and finishing techniques are
taught with step-by-step instructions and accompanying photographs in the beginning of the book. Then the crochet bag patterns follow.
A boy learns a lesson about the destructive power of gossip.
Precious becomes convinced that Nico Carter is responsible for tearing her world apart and sets out to seek revenge, as new enemies and
old friends begin to complicate her destructive plans. Reissue.
Big girls need love, too, but at what cost?Lilly is loaded, not only with money, but with weight. Both things she could do without. But even with
her undesired millionaire status, she doesn't hold on to false hopes of finding true love. So when a sexy stranger comes into her life dripping
with seduction, she finds it hard to resist. The bigger they are the harder they fall and Lilly falls straight through the floor in love with Mr. Sexy.
Too bad he's there for all the wrong reasons.The chance of losing it all will make you do some crazy things and Devin's willing to do whatever
it takes to keep his life together. All seems lost when out of nowhere he's approached by a Millionaire Momma with an offer he can't refuse.
But even a womanizer like Devin has a heart and when the short, chunky girl with the carefree attitude breaks through his icy façade, he finds
that losing everything takes on a whole new meaning.**Warning: this book contains graphic language, sex, and violence. Mature readers
only. Not intended for young adult readers.***
Traditional Nordic patterns can be seen everywhere, from the catwalk to the high street. In this book from new knit designer Eline Oftedal,
four iconic Norwegian knitting patterns - Marius, Voss, Setesdal and Fana - are given new shapes and forms. Includes stories about the
inspiration and traditions behind each of the patterns, charting their origins and exploring what it is about these patterns that so appeals to
knitters all over the world. We are used to seeing these patterns on sweaters, but here is a collection of twenty contemporary projects to bring
these iconic designs up to date. Projects include iPad and phone cover, a teddy bear, a toilet roll holder and even a pair of hotpants.
Much of the writing on charisma focuses on specific traits associated with exceptional leaders, a practice that has broadened the concept of
charisma to such an extent that it loses its distinctiveness – and therefore its utility. More particularly, the concept's relevance to the study of
social movements has not moved beyond generalizations. The contributors to this volume renew the debate on charismatic leadership from a
historical perspective and seek to illuminate the concept's relevance to the study of social movements. The case studies here include such
leaders as Mahatma Gandhi; the architect of apartheid, Daniel F. Malan; the heroine of the Spanish Civil War, Dolores Ibarruri (la pasionaria);
and Mao Zedong. These charismatic leaders were not just professional politicians or administrators, but sustained a strong symbiotic
relationship with their followers, one that stimulated devotion to the leader and created a real group identity.
Introducing crafters to the freshest accessory in boot fashion—the cuff—this concise and fun workbook includes 20 innovative projects. Offering
step-by-step guidance, experienced craft instructor Monica Russel collects an appealing range of simple boot cuff designs that are as easy to
finish as they are stylish. Addressing a complete range of boot styles, projects include warm liners for English-style rain boots, mod knits
perfect for chic ankle boots, and a pair of knitted gaiters to protect expensive leather from rain and snow. An additional chapter provides
advice on selecting quality yarns and understanding basic terminology for fashion-forward crafters who simply want to knit.
The Deep Trance Identification Companion is designed to help you streamline your DTI modeling project. The Companion consists of
detailed worksheets and step-by-step processes to assist you in modeling excellence. This book represents the core principles of the DTI
process as laid out by Carson, Marion, and Overdurf in "Deep Trance Identification." It is recommended that you begin with that book before
using the manual.
With sixteen sweater patterns for boys aged 4-14 (with chest measurements of 23-34 inches) and the cutest photography you have ever
seen, Katya Frankel's new book Boy's Knits from Cooperative Press is the answer to your knitting prayers if you want to knit for boys.
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